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Highlighted area: 
Permanent structure

How does it work?
Movable and 

customizable pods fit into 
a permanent structure 

designed to save energy, 
cut costs, and create 

community

Movable 
Pods

Red Outline: Utility 
and Pod hookups



How people are living: The generational shift
● The average number of marriages in Utah is decreasing, and the number of divorces 

isn’t decreasing proportionately 

● Salt Lake City code: no more than 3 unrelated individuals in the same home

● If 4 people want to live in a double pod together, will code prevent rent split 4 ways, 
vs. 3 ways?

A closing gap = more single individuals# of marriages

# of divorces
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An attractive, scalable, 
and saleable model

● The ikea of housing: Pod showrooms allow the ability to choose custom spaces that 
individuals want to invest in, and are easy to transport

● The Global Climate - As communication grows, the world becomes smaller. Businesses 
grow, creating new demand for mobility

● During crisis situations, can a stable home be moved to a new location?

● Pre-manufactured houses solve the construction labor shortage by creating technical jobs, 
instead of easily disposable jobs



Market Trends: Sharing
● Cut costs - Shared kitchens cost up to 

25% less than individual kitchens, & 
multi-unit heating and cooling through the 
floors could cut utility costs by up to 15%

● Follow market trends; living spaces are 
customizable (gym, playground, living 
room, etc.)

● Encourage community & attract young 
working individuals



Where is the Land?
This development is new, and not built by repurposing existing homes.

To acquire land, a tax deduction policy is proposed:

● Incentivise individuals to sell their properties by eliminating a portion of gain on 
sale of land based off the occupancy (Tax-payer and # of dependants in home) 
per square footage instead of only incentivising empty nesters with a similar tax 
law



Recoverable Income
● Ownership - The ability to purchase a pod 

gives the buyer a chance recover income 
when selling their unit

● Purchase Price: $16,000
Estimated Life: 30 years
Salvage Value: $7,000 
Pod Depreciation Estimate: ~3.0%/year.

● Depending on financing, an individual can 
recover as much as 85% of the original 
value of the pod if sold after 5 years (The 
estimate for length of urban pod living).



Pods vs. Multi-Family costs
The Pods have specific costs
● Total sq.ft.: 933
● Pods: $16,000 ($40/sq.ft.)
● Frame

○ One Pod: $22,400 ($56/sq.ft.)
■ Steel: $16/sq.ft.
■ Construction: $40/sq.ft.

● Electricity: $0.13/sq ft.
● Hydronic Heat/Cool System: $3.38/sq.ft.



Pods vs. Multi-Family costs (cont.)

● Shared Space Construction: $102630 pod ($110/sq.ft.)
● Multifamily Construction: 

One Pod Total: $77,067
Difference: $25,563



Decrease in Net Annual 
Housing Costs

● Based on the pod financial model, it is calculated that the normal cost of 
rent for a multi-family space would be $916 for 400 square feet.

● It is calculated that the net monthly cost for living a pod is  $276.

● Total cost savings in Net Annual Costs is  $7,676.


